The main result of this paper is an equation representing the value of the Dirichlet series L(f, A, s) at s = k in terms of the height pairings of special points on a vector bundle V associated with the quaternion algebra over Q ramified at TV and oo.
Introduction
Let A be a prime, / G S^ (Yq(N)) , and K an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant -D where A is inert. Let A be an ideal class in K. In this paper, we will derive an equation representing the value of the Dirichlet series L(f, A, s) at s = k in terms of height pairings of special points on a vector bundle V which is associated with the quaternion algebra over Q ramified at A and oo . The main identity is a generalization of the results found in [3] to the case where D is composite, therefore the reader should refer to this paper for many of the details. The main identity has some interesting corollaries which can also be found in [3] . We will now define a Dirichlet series associated with / and the ideal class Write v = x x wo, vB = xB x wq, and vAB = xAB x wo, so that xB and xAB are special points of discriminant -D on X. Each component X¡ = Y/Y¡ of the curve X is indexed by a supersingular elliptic curve of characteristic A. Suppose E is the elliptic curve corresponding to xAB and E' the elliptic curve corresponding to xB. We will denote the group Hom(P, E') by Hom(^g, xB). In the case when D is composite and p is as defined above, it can be shown by using a computation analogous to that used to derive (4.4) that To complete the computation of (vb , tmvAB) in the case D composite with p as defined above, we consider the ideals W = (a)3¡sé~x and fê" -(ß)3s^3838 ~XW~x, which satisfy the identity Each pair f, W with Ng" = n 4 0, (nD)/N, so that N? / 0, gives (2w)2 candidates (a, ß) for solutions to (4.9). If n = 0 mod Ö, then all of these candidates turn out to be solutions since a = eß mod cf is satisfied. If n 4 0 mod D, then either a = eß mod cf or a = -£/? mod cf, but not both. Hence, only one half of the candidates are actually solutions to (4.9). Summarizing this information, we see that the number of solutions to the identity (4.9) is given by -J ô(n)rA-t(mD -nN)rASBM), if « * 0, -, (2u)rA-i(mD), if n = 0, (mD\ mD (2u)rA^B2\^-wj, lfn = l<--Using the convention rA(0) = l/2u for any ideal class A, the number of solutions to the identity (4.9) is given by (4.10) 2u2S(n)rA-l(mD -nN)rA¡yBi(n).
Hence, using the result of (4.10), the fact that (aä~ -pNßß)/(aä~ +pNßß) -1 -(2nN)/(mD) when Ng" = n , and (4.6) we have
We have now completed the computation of (vB, tmvAB), and we are ready to prove the following. The sum over all classes B only gives the ideals in the genus {A^f} = {-NA} . and hence the result follows.
If bmA is as defined in Theorem 2.2 and we apply the result of Lemma 4.13, we immediately arrive at the following. 
